Vinoplevelser
Caraibe Ron Peter
Caraibe Ron is a new series of rum – blended by Søren Beyer from H.J.
Hansen Vin A/S. As far as we know it is the first time, since St. Croix
was Danish, that a Danish company with a Danish master blender
makes rum.
The idea behind Caraibe Ron is to make a series of unique, old, cask
aged rum blends of high quality at consumer-friendly prices.
The first three blends – Amalie, Charlotte and Peter – in the Caraibe
series were introduced in Denmark at the beginning of September
2011, and they were given a tremendous reception. The Danish names
of the rum blends are meant as a tribute to the persons, who throughout history have made a considerable contribution to Denmark in the
Caribbean.
Amalie, Charlotte and Peter have until now participated in five rum
tastings, and in competition with other good, cask aged rum blends
Peter has won three of the tastings, while it in four of the five tastings
was elected to be the best buy for the price.
With potential 8 million litres of rum at their disposal from 29 distilleries placed in nine countries Søren Beyer and H.J. Hansen Vin are able
to make almost all types of rum they may wish. The first three rum
blends in the Caraibe series, Amalie, Charlotte and Peter, are all blends
made in the Spanish style. This means that the rum is produced with
molasses, which is a residue from refining sugar.

Tasting Comments
Unique rum! Notes of brown sugar,
caramelised sugar, orange, toffee, marzipan, coconut, vanilla and a multitude of
other nuances.
Vinification
A blend of old casks, mainly from Barbados. Produced in Spanish style, which
means it is produced with molasses, and
that sugar (or caramel) is added. The
result is sweet and elegant rum without
the sweetness drowning the multitude of
other nuances.
Type of Stopper
Cork
Cultivation
Traditional
Alcohol
42,00 %

The Spanish style is the sweetest of all rum styles, and Amalie, Charlotte and Peter are at the dry end of the Spanish style.
Precisely this style is a deliberate choice in order to appeal to the many,
who are fond of good, old, cask aged rum which can be relished pure.
The reason why we have chosen to let the rum be in the dry end of the
sweet rum is to prevent that all the other nuances will be drowned if
the rum is too sweet.
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